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The ICTWays Community of Practice is live
One of the major objectives of the ICTWays Network was to develop a Community of
Practice for teacher to help and learn with each other, thus taking advantage of the
several resources the partners have gathered and created.

To understand what a community of practice is, we present an excerpt of WnegerTrayners definition:
"Communies of practice are formed by people who engage in a process of collective
learning in a shared domain of human endeavor: a tribe learnign to survive, a band
of artists seeking new forms of expressions, a group of engineers working on similar
probles, a clique of pupils defining their identity in the school, a network of surgeons
exploring novel techniques, a gathering of first-time mangers heping each other
cope.[...]"

As of 15th of January the Community of Practice website is live. We invite you to
register and take a look around.

Vilniaus kolegija,
from Lituania, will
host the
next Network
Meeting, where the
partners will
analyze the
Network's
evolution, and
decide on future
steps.

Atakoy High
School, from
Istambul, will host
this years
ICTWays
Conference, from
8th to 10th May,
with workshops
and ICT training
for teachers.

Tecnália and ISEP
hosted some
workshops
in ICT for
Teachers, last
November and
December.
ISEP and UPT will
provide more
workshops in the
coming months.

Best Practices on the use of ICT in Science Classroom
One of the Networks objectives was to collect and report existing best
practices for the use of ICT in Science classrooms. One of these best pratices
refers to the use of GeoGebra, a free multi platform
dynamic mathematics software, which has won several awards. This best
practice is about the use of GeoGebra in Geometry, in Turkey.
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